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Abstract
With high memory density, non-volatility, and DRAMscale latency, persistent memory (PM) is promising to improve the storage system performance. Hashing-based index
structures have been widely used in storage systems to provide
fast query services. Recent research proposes crash-consistent
and write-efficient hashing indexes for PM. However, existing
PM hashing schemes suffer from limited scalability due
to expensive lock-based concurrency control, thus making
multi-core parallel programing inefficient in PM. The coarsegrained locks used in hash table resizing and queries (i.e.,
search/insertion/update/deletion) exacerbate the contention.
Moreover, the cache line flushes and memory fences for crash
consistency in the critical path increase the latency. In order to
address the lock contention for concurrent hashing indexes in
PM, we propose clevel hashing, a lock-free concurrent level
hashing, to deliver high performance with crash consistency.
In the clevel hashing, we design a multi-level structure for
concurrent resizing and queries. Resizing operations are
performed by background threads without blocking concurrent queries. For concurrency control, atomic primitives are
leveraged to enable lock-free search/insertion/update/deletion.
We further propose context-aware schemes to guarantee the
correctness of interleaved queries. Using real Intel Optane DC
PMM, experimental results with real-world YCSB workloads
show that clevel hashing obtains up to 4.2× speedup than the
state-of-the-art PM hashing index.

1

Introduction

Non-volatile memory (NVM) deployed as persistent memory
(PM) offers the salient features of large capacity, low latency,
and real time crash recovery for storage systems [12, 30,
38]. Recently, Intel Optane DC persistent memory module
(PMM) [2], the first commercial product of PM, is available on
the market. Compared with DRAM, PM has 3× read latency
and similar write latency [23,24,36]. In the meantime, the read
and write bandwidths of PM achieve 1/3 and 1/6 of those
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of DRAM [23, 24, 27, 36]. PM delivers higher performance
than SSD and the maximal 512 GB capacity for a single PM
module is attractive for in-memory applications [23].
Building high-performance index structures for PM is
important for large-scale storage systems to provide fast query
services. Recent schemes propose some crash-consistent treebased indexes, including NV-Tree [37], wB+ -Tree [14], FPTree [32], WORT [26], FAST&FAIR [22] and BzTree [9].
However, traversing through pointers in hierarchical trees
hinders fast queries. Unlike tree-based schemes, hashingbased index structures leverage hash functions to locate
data in flat space, thus enabling constant-scale point query
performance. As a result, hash tables are widely used in many
in-memory applications, e.g., redis [7] and memcached [4].
Existing hashing-based indexes for PM put many efforts
in crash consistency and write optimizations but with little
consideration for non-blocking resizing (also called rehashing) [27, 30, 40]. A hash function maps different keys into
the same location, called hash collisions. In general, when
the hash collisions can’t be addressed or the load factor (the
number of inserted items divided by the capacity) of a hash
table approaches the predefined thresholds, the table needs
to be expanded to increase the capacity. Traditional resizing
operations acquire global locks and move all items from the
old hash table to the new one. Level hashing [40] is a twolevel write-optimized PM hashing index with cost-efficient
resizing. The expansion of level hashing only rehashes items
in the smaller level to a new level, which only migrates items
in 1/3 buckets. However, the resizing operation in the level
hashing is single-threaded and still requires a global lock to
ensure correct concurrent executions. P-CLHT [27] is a crash
consistent variant of Cache-Line Hash Table (CLHT) [17]
converted by RECIPE [27]. The search operation in PCLHT is lock-free, while the writes into stale buckets (all
stored items have been rehashed) would be blocked until
the full-table resizing completes. Hence, both schemes suffer
from limited resizing performance, since the global lock for
resizing blocks queries in other threads. Cacheline-Conscious
Extendible Hashing (CCEH) [30], a persistent extendible
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hashing scheme, supports concurrent lock-based dynamic
resizing, however coarse-grained locks for shared resources
significantly increase the latency. Specifically, CCEH splits
a segment, an array of 1024 slots by default, to increase
the capacity, which requires the writer lock for the whole
segment. Moreover, when the directory needs to be doubled,
the global writer lock for directory is needed before doubling
the directory. The Copy-on-Write (CoW) version of CCEH
avoids the segment locks with the cost of extra writes due
to the migration of inserted items. Hence, the insertion
performance of CCEH with CoW is poorer than the default
version with lazy deletion [30]. The concurrent_hash_map
(cmap) in pmemkv [6] leverages lazy rehashing by amortizing
data migration over future queries. However, the deferred
rehashing may aggregate to a recursive execution in the
critical path of queries, thus leading to non-deterministic
query performance. Hence, current PM hashing indexes suffer
from poor concurrency and scalability during resizing.
A scalable PM hashing index with concurrent queries is
important to exploit the hardware resources and provide high
throughput with low latency. Nowadays, a server node is
able to provide tens of or even hundreds of threads, which
enables the wide use of concurrent index structures. Existing
hashing-based schemes for PM [27, 30, 40] leverage locks
for inter-thread synchronization. However, coarse-grained
exclusive locks in a critical path increase the query latency
and decrease the concurrent throughput. Moreover, in terms
of PM, the persist operations (e.g., logging, cache line flushes,
and memory fences), when holding locks, further increase the
waiting time of other threads. Fine-grained locks decrease the
critical path but may generate frequent locking and unlocking
for multiple shared resources. Moreover, the correctness
guarantee is harder than coarse-grained locks.
In summary, in addition to crash consistency, we need to
address the following challenges to build a high performance
concurrent hashing index for PM.
1) Performance Degradation during Resizing. For concurrent hash tables, resizing operations need to be concurrently executed without blocking other threads. However,
the resizing operation accesses and modifies the shared
hash tables and metadata. Coarse-grained locks for global
data ensure thread safety, but lead to high contention and
significant performance degradation when the hash table starts
resizing.
2) Poor Scalability for Lock-based Concurrency Control.
Locking techniques have been widely used to control concurrent accesses to shared resources. The coarse-grained
locks protect the hash table, but they also prevent concurrent
accesses and limit the scalability. Moreover, the updates of
shared data are often followed by flushing data into PM,
which exacerbates lock contention. An efficient concurrent
hashing scheme for PM needs to have low contention for high
scalability while guarantee the concurrency correctness.
In order to address the above challenges, we propose
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clevel hashing, a crash-consistent and lock-free concurrent
hash table for PM. Motivated by our level hashing [40], we
further explore write-efficient open-addressing techniques
to enable write-friendly and memory-efficient properties for
PM in the context of concurrency. Different from the level
hashing, our proposed clevel hashing aims to provide scalable
performance and guarantee the correctness for concurrent
executions. Unlike existing schemes [27, 30] that convert
concurrent DRAM indexes to persistent ones, we propose
a new and efficient way to enable persistent indexes to
be concurrent with small overheads and high performance.
Hence, the clevel hashing bridges the gap between scalability
and PM efficiency.
To alleviate the performance degradation for resizing,
we propose a dynamic multi-level index structure with
asynchronous rehashing. Levels are dynamically added for
resizing and removed when all stored items are migrated
to a new level. The rehashing of items is offloaded into
background threads, thus never blocking foreground queries.
Background threads migrate the items from the last level to the
first level via rehashing until there are two remaining levels.
The two levels ensure a maximal load factor over 80% and
the limited accesses to buckets for queries. Therefore, when
rehashing is not running (the usual case for most workloads),
the time complexity for search/insertion/update/deletion is
constant-scale.
To provide high scalability with low latency, we design
write-optimal insertion and lock-free concurrency control for
search/insertion/update/deletion. The new items are inserted
into empty slots without any data movements, hence ensuring
write efficiency. For concurrent modifications to the hash
table, clevel hashing exploits the atomicity of pointers and
uses Compare-And-Swap (CAS) primitives for lock-free insertion, update, and deletion. Guaranteeing the correctness for
lock-free queries with simultaneous resizing is challenging,
since interleaved operations can be executed in any order and
lead to failures and duplicate items. In the clevel hashing, we
propose context-aware algorithms by detecting the metadata
information changes to avoid inconsistencies for insertion,
update, and deletion. The duplicate items are detected and
properly fixed before modifying the hash table. In summary,
we have made the following contributions in the clevel
hashing.
• Concurrent Resizing. In order to address the bottleneck
of resizing, we propose a dynamic multi-level structure
and concurrent resizing without blocking other threads.
• Lock-free Concurrency Control. We design lockfree algorithms for all queries in the clevel hashing.
The correctness for lock-free concurrency control is
guaranteed with low overheads.
• System Implementation. We have implemented the
clevel hashing using PMDK [5] and compared our
proposed clevel hashing with state-of-the-art schemes on
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real Intel Optane PM hardware. The evaluation results
using YCSB workloads show the efficacy and efficiency
of the clevel hashing. We have released the open-source
code for public use.1

2

Background

2.1

Crash Consistency in Persistent Memory

Persistent memory (PM) provides the non-volatility for data
stored in main memory, thus requiring crash consistency
for data in PM. For store instructions, the typical maximal
atomic CPU write size is 8 bytes. Therefore, when data size
is larger than 8 bytes, system failures during sequential writes
of data may lead to partial updates and inconsistency. In
the meantime, the persist order of data in write-back caches
is different from the issue order of store instructions, thus
demanding memory barriers to enforce the consistency. To
guarantee consistency, recent CPUs provide instructions for
cache line flushes (e.g., clflush, clflushopt, and clwb) and
memory barriers (e.g., sfence, lfence, and mfence) [1]. With
these instructions, users can use logging or CoW to guarantee
crash consistency for data larger than 8 bytes [27, 38].
However, logging and CoW generate extra writes causing the
overheads for PM applications [30,40]. In our implementation,
we use the interface provided by PMDK [5], which issues
clwb and sfence instructions in our machine, to persist the
data into PM.

2.2

Lock-free Concurrency Control

Compare-And-Swap (CAS) primitives and CoW have been
widely used in existing lock-free algorithms for atomicity. The
CAS primitive compares the stored contents with the expected
contents. If the contents match, the stored contents are
swapped with new values. Otherwise, the expected contents
are updated with the stored contents (or just do nothing).
The execution of CAS primitives is guaranteed to be atomic,
thus avoiding the use of locks. CAS primitives are used in
concurrent index structures to provide high scalability [21,34].
However, CAS primitives don’t support data sizes larger
than the CPU write unit size (e.g., 8 bytes). CoW is used
to atomically update data larger than 8 bytes [30]. CoW first
copies the data to be modified and performs in-place update in
the copied data. Then the pointer is atomically updated with
the pointer to new data using a CAS primitive. The drawback
of CoW is the extra writes for the copy of unchanged contents.
In PM, frequent use of CoW causes severe performance
degradation [30, 40]. In our clevel hashing, we design the
lock-free algorithms using CAS primitives for most writes
and lightweight CoW for infrequent metadata updates, thus
achieving high scalability with limited extra PM writes.
1 https://github.com/chenzhangyu/Clevel-Hashing
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2.3

Basic Hash Tables

Unlike tree-based index structures, hashing-based indexes
store the inserted items in flat structures, e.g., an array, thus
obtaining O(1) point query performance. Some hashing
schemes, e.g., CLHT [17], store key-value items in the hash
table, which mitigates the cache line accesses. However, such
design doesn’t support the storage of variable-length keyvalue items. Reserving large space in hash tables causes heavy
space overheads, since most key-value pairs in real-world
scenarios are smaller than a few hundreds of bytes [10, 18].
In order to efficiently support variable-length key-value
items, many open-source key-value stores (e.g., redis [7],
memcached [4], libcuckoo [28], and the cmap engine in
pmemkv [6]) store pointers in hash tables and actual keyvalue items out of the table. In our clevel hashing, we store
pointers in hash tables to support variable-length key-value
items.
A typical hash table leverages hash functions to calculate
the index of a key-value item. Different key-value items can
be indexed to the same storage position, called hash collisions.
Existing hashing schemes leverage some techniques to
address hash collisions, e.g., linear probing [30], multi-slot
buckets [18, 28, 30, 40], linked list [6, 16, 27, 29], and data
relocation [18, 28, 34, 40]. If hash collisions cannot be
addressed, the hash table needs to be resized to increase the
capacity. Typical resizing operations consist of three steps:
(1) Allocate a new hash table with 2× as many buckets as
the old table. (2) Rehash items from the old table to the new
table. (3) When all items in the old table have been rehashed,
switch to the new table. The resizing in conventional hashing
schemes involves intensive data movements [40] and blocks
concurrent queries [30].

2.4

Hashing-based Index Structures for PM

Recently, researchers have proposed several hashing-based
indexes for PM [6, 16, 30, 40]. Different from DRAM indexes,
PM indexes need to remain consistent after system failures.
However, the write bandwidth of PM is one sixth as much as
DRAM [23, 24, 36], which indicates the significance of write
efficiency for concurrent PM hashing indexes.
2.4.1

The Level Hashing Scheme

Our clevel hashing is based on the level hashing index
structure [40]. Level hashing has three goals: low-overhead
crash consistency, write efficiency, and resizing efficiency.
Below, we briefly introduce the relevant components in level
hashing.
Level hashing has two levels and the top level has twice
the buckets of the bottom level. Each level is an array of
4-slot buckets. Besides the 4 slots, a bucket has 4 tokens
and each token is one bit corresponding to one slot for crash
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Table 1: The Comparisons of Our Clevel Hashing with State-of-the-art Concurrent Resizable Hashing Indexes for PM. (For
abbreviation, “LEVEL” is the level hashing, “CCEH” is the default CCEH version using the MSB segment index and lazy
deletion. “CMAP” is the concurrent_hash_map in pmemkv, and “CLEVEL” is our clevel hashing. For the memory efficiency
and crash consistency, “3” and “-” indicate good and moderate performance, respectively.)
Concurrency Control

Correctness Guarantee

Search

Insertion/Update/Deletion

Resizing

Duplication

Missing

LEVEL

Slot lock

Slot lock

Global metadata lock

No

No

Memory
Efficiency

Crash
Consistency

3

3

CCEH

Segment reader lock

Segment writer lock

Global directory lock

No

Yes

-

3

CMAP

Bucket reader lock

Bucket writer lock

Bucket writer lock + lazy rehashing

Yes

Yes

3

3

P-CLHT

Lock-free

Bucket lock

Global metadata lock

Yes

Yes

3

3

CLEVEL

Lock-free

Lock-free

Asynchronous

Yes

Yes

3

3

key
H1(key)

H2(key)

...

Top level

0

1

2N-2 2N-1
One-step movement

...

Bottom level
0

N-1

A bucket
KV1
Tokens

KV2

KV3

KV4

Slots

Figure 1: The level hashing index structure
consistency. The overview of level hashing index structure is
shown in Figure 1.
By using two independent hash functions, each item has
two candidate buckets in one level for storage (16 slots in
total for two levels). When the two buckets are full, level
hashing tries to perform one-step movement to obtain an
empty slot for the item to be inserted. For example, the key in
Figure 1 has two candidate buckets in the top level: the first
bucket and the second to last bucket. If the two buckets are
full and one stored item in the first bucket has empty slots in
its alternative candidate bucket (e.g., the second bucket), the
stored item is moved to the second bucket so that the key can
be inserted to the first bucket. The one-step movement in level
hashing improves the maximal load factor before resizing by
10% [40].
For resizing, level hashing creates a new level with 2× (e.g.,
4N in Figure 1) as many buckets as the top level and migrates
stored items in the bottom level to the new level. The items in
the top level are reused without rehashing.
Level hashing uses slot-grained locks for concurrent
queries. A fine-grained slot lock is acquired before accessing
the corresponding slot and released after completing the
access. For resizing, level hashing rehashes items using one
thread and blocks concurrent queries of other threads. The
concurrency control in level hashing has two correctness
problems:
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1) Duplicate items. An insertion thread with a single slot
lock for an item cannot prevent other threads from inserting
items with the same key into other candidate positions, since
one item has 16 slots (2 candidate buckets for each level)
for storage. Duplicate items in the hash table violate the
correctness for updates and deletions: one thread updates
or deletes one item while future queries may access the
duplicate items that are unmodified.
2) Missing items. Items in level hashing are movable due to
one-step movement and rehashing, while a slot lock cannot
stop the movements. As a result, one query with a slot lock
may miss inserted items due to concurrent moving of other
threads.
2.4.2

Concurrent Hashing Indexes for PM

Recent schemes design some crash-consistent PM hashing
indexes with lock-based concurrency control. CCEH [30]
organizes 1024 slots as a segment for dynamic hashing. For
concurrent execution, the segment splitting during insertion
requires an exclusive writer lock for the segment. Moreover,
when the number of segments reaches a predefined threshold,
a global directory of segments needs to be doubled with a global directory lock. In pmemkv [6], there is a concurrent linkedlist based hashing engine for PM, called cmap, which uses
bucket-grained reader-writer locks for concurrency control.
The cmap leverages lazy rehashing to amortize data migration
in future queries. However, the aggregation of rehashing in
the critical path of queries leads to uncertainty and increases
the tail latency. P-CLHT [27] is a crash-consistent version
of CLHT [17], a cache-efficient hash table with lock-free
search. However, when P-CLHT starts resizing, concurrent
insertions to the stale buckets (i.e., buckets whose items have
been rehashed) have to wait until the resizing completes.
As shown in Table 1, we summarize state-of-the-art concurrent hashing-based index structures with resizing support
for PM and compare our clevel hashing with them. All
comparable schemes are the open-source versions with default
parameter settings. For concurrent queries, CCEH uses coarse
segment reader-writer locks, while level hashing and cmap
adopt fine-grained locks. P-CLHT leverages bucket-grained
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Figure 2: The clevel hashing index overview.
locks for insertion/update/deletion and provides lock-free
search. In terms of resizing, level hashing, CCEH, and PCLHT suffer from the global locks. Though cmap avoids
expensive global locks for resizing, the lazy rehashing is in
the critical path of queries and affects the scalability. For
concurrency correctness, as discussed in §2.4.1, level hashing
suffers from duplicate items and missing inserted items. Since
CCEH doesn’t check if a key to be inserted is present in the
hash table, CCEH also has the problem of duplicate items. For
memory efficiency, CCEH sets a short linear probing distance
(16 slots) by default to trade storage utilization for query
performance. Unlike existing schemes, our clevel hashing
achieves lock-free queries with asynchronous background
resizing while guarantees the concurrency correctness and
memory efficiency.

3

The Clevel Hashing Design

Our proposed clevel hashing leverages flexible data structures
and lock-free concurrency control mechanism to mitigate
the competition for the shared resources and improve the
scalability. The design of clevel hashing aims to address
the three problems in hashing index structures for PM:
(1) How to support concurrent resizing operations without
blocking the queries in other threads? (2) How to avoid lock
contention in concurrent execution? (3) How to guarantee
crash consistency with low overheads? In this Section,
we first illustrate the dynamic multi-level structure (§3.1),
which provides high memory efficiency and supports the
low-cost resizing operation. We further present the lock-free
concurrency control and correctness guarantee in the clevel
hashing (§3.2), i.e., lock-free search/insertion/update/deletion.
We finally discuss crash recovery (§3.3).
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Figure 3: The load factors of level hashing and clevel hashing
with different slots per bucket when the resizing occurs.

3.1

The Clevel Hashing Index Structure

3.1.1

Dynamic Multi-level Structure

The global index structure of clevel hashing shared by all
threads is shown in Figure 2(a). The hash table in the clevel
hashing consists of several levels and each level is an array of
buckets. All these levels are organized by a linked list, called
level list. For two adjacent levels, the upper level has 2× as
many buckets as the lower one. The first level is interpreted
as the level with the most buckets while the last level is
interpreted as the level with the least buckets. Each key-value
item is mapped to two candidate buckets in each level via two
hash functions. To guarantee high storage utilization, clevel
hashing maintains at least two levels [40]. Unlike the 4-slot
bucket in the level hashing [40], each bucket in clevel hashing
has 8 slots. Each slot consists of 8 bytes and stores a pointer to
a key-value item. The actual key-value item is stored outside
of the table via dynamic memory allocation. Hence, the 8slot bucket is 64 bytes and fits the cache line size. By only
storing the pointers to key-value items in slots, clevel hashing
supports variable-length key-value items. Hence, the content
in each slot can be modified using atomic primitives. The
atomic visibility of pointers is one of the building blocks for
lock-free concurrency control (§3.2) in our clevel hashing.
Different from the level hashing, our clevel hashing index
structure is write-optimal for insertion while maintaining
high storage utilization. The level hashing tries to perform
one movement (one-step movement) for inserted items by
copying them into their second candidate bucket in the
same level, which causes one extra write for PM. For clevel
hashing, the one-step movement is skipped, which decreases
the storage utilization. Figure 3 shows the load factors of level
hashing and clevel hashing with different slot numbers when
successive resizings occur during insertion. Compared with
level hashing having the same number of slots per bucket,
the load factor of clevel hashing becomes lower due to the
lack of one-step movement. However, 8-slot buckets in clevel
hashing increase the number of candidate slots for a key in
one level, thus achieving a comparable load factor (80%) than
the level hashing with 4-slot buckets (default configuration).
The number of slots per bucket also affects the throughput,
which is discussed in §4.2.
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3.1.2

The Support for Concurrent Resizing

Clevel hashing leverages the dynamic multi-level design and
context to support concurrent resizing operations. The number
of levels in clevel hashing is dynamic: levels are added for
resizing and removed when rehashing completes. The context
in clevel hashing is interpreted as an object containing two
level list nodes and the is_resizing flag. The two nodes
point to the first and last levels while the flag denotes if the
table is being resized. There is a global pointer to the context
(Figure 2(a)) and each thread maintains a thread-local copy of
the context pointer (Figure 2(b)). Hence, the context can be
atomically updated using CoW + CAS. Since the context size
is 17 bytes (i.e., two pointers and one Boolean flag) and the
context changes only when we add/remove a level, the CoW
overheads of context are negligible for PM.
The resizing operation in clevel hashing updates the level
list and the context. Specifically, when hash collisions can’t
be addressed, the resizing is performed in the following steps:
(Step 1 ) Make a local copy of the global pointer to context.
(Step 2 ) Dereference the local copy of context pointer, and
append a new level with twice the buckets of the original
first level to the level list using CAS. If the CAS fails, update
the local copy of the context pointer and continue with the
next step, since other threads have successfully added a new
level. (Step 3 ) Use CoW + CAS to update the global context
by changing the first level to the new level (e.g., Lnew ) and
setting is_resizing to true. When the CAS fails, check if
the new first level’s capacity is no smaller than Lnew and the
is_resizing is true: if so, update the local context pointer
and continue; otherwise, retry the CoW + CAS with the
is_resizing (true) and optional new level Lnew (if the first
level’s capacity is smaller than Lnew ). (Step 4 ) Rehash each
item in the last level. The rehashing includes two steps: copy
the item’s pointer to a candidate bucket in the first level via
CAS, and delete the pointer in the last level (without CAS,
and the correctness for possible duplicate items is guaranteed
in insertion §3.2.2 and update §3.2.3). If the CAS fails, find
another empty slot. If no empty slot is found, go to step 2
to expand the table. (Step 5 ) When rehashing completes,
update the last level and optional is_resizing (if only two
levels remain after resizing) in the global context atomically
using CoW + CAS. If the CAS fails, try again if the last level
in current context is unmodified. The resizing workflow is
shown in Figure 2. Note that the reasons for three possible
CAS failures in resizing are different: the CAS failures in
step 2 come from the concurrent expansion of other threads,
i.e., the step 2 in other threads; the failures in steps 3 and 5
are due to the concurrent execution of these two steps (steps
3 and 5 ) in different threads. As a result, the strategies for
corresponding CAS failures are different as presented above.
To mitigate the insertion performance degradation due to resizing, clevel hashing leverages background threads to enable
asynchronous rehashing. Specifically, we divide the resizing
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into two stages, including expansion (steps 1 , 2 , and 3 )
and rehashing (steps 4 and 5 ) stages. The time-consuming
rehashing stage is offloaded into background threads, called
rehashing threads. Rehashing threads continuously rehash
items until there are two levels left. Therefore, when the table
is not being resized, the queries in clevel hashing guarantee
constant-scale time complexity. The threads serving query
requests are called worker threads. When the hash collisions
can not be addressed by worker threads, they perform the
three steps in the expansion stage and then continue the
queries. Since the main operations for table expansion are
simple memory allocation and lightweight CoW for context
(17 bytes), the expansion overheads are low. Moreover, there
is no contention for locks during expansion. As a result, the
resizing operation no longer blocks queries.
Rehashing performance can be improved by using multiple
rehashing threads. To avoid contention for rehashing, a simple
modular function is used to partition buckets into independent
batches for rehashing threads. For example, if there are two
rehashing threads, one thread rehashes odd-number buckets
while the other rehashes even-number buckets. After both
rehashing threads finish, they update the global context
following step 5 .

3.2

Lock-free Concurrency Control

In order to mitigate the contention for shared resources,
we propose lock-free algorithms for all queries, i.e., search,
insertion, update, and deletion.
3.2.1

Search

The search operation needs to iteratively check possible
buckets to find the first key-value item that matches the key.
There are two main problems for lock-free search in the clevel
hashing: (1) High read latency for the pointer dereference
costs. Since clevel hashing only stores the pointers in hash
tables to support variable-length items, dereferencing is
needed to fetch the corresponding key, which results in high
cache miss ratios and extra PM reads. (2) Missing inserted
items due to the data movement. The concurrent resizing
moves the items in the last level, and therefore, searching
without any locks may miss inserted items.
For the pointer dereference overheads, our proposed clevel
hashing leverages a summary tag to avoid the unnecessary
reads for full keys. A tag is the summary for a full key, e.g.,
the leading two bytes of the key’s hash value. The hash
value is obtained when calculating the candidate buckets via
hash functions (e.g., the std::hash from C++ [8]). The tag
technique is inspired from MemC3 [18] and we add atomicity
for the pair of tag and pointer. For each inserted item, its tag
is stored in the table. For a search request, only when the tag
of a request matches the stored tag of an item, we fetch the
stored full key by pointer dereferencing and compare the two
keys. A false positive case for tags appears when different
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keys have the same tag. For 16-bit tags, the false positive rate
is 1/216 . Since we check full-size keys when two tags match,
the false positives can be identified and will not cause any
problem of correctness. Instead of allocating additional space
for tags in MemC3, clevel hashing leverages the unused 16
highest bits in pointers to store the tags. Current pointers only
consume 48 bits on x86_64, thus leaving 16 bits unused in
64-bit pointers [31, 35]. The reuse of reserved bits enables the
atomic updates of pointers and tags.
To address the problem of missing inserted items, we
propose to search from the last level to the first level, called
bottom-to-top (b2t) search strategy. The intuition behind b2t
searching is to follow the direction of bottom-to-top data
movement in hash table expansion, which moves items from
the last level to the first level. However, a rare case for missing
is: after a search operation starts, other threads add a new level
through expansion and rehashing threads move the item that
matches the key of the search to the new level. To fix this
missing, clevel hashing leverages the atomicity of context.
Specifically, when no matched item is found after b2t search,
clevel hashing checks the global context pointer with the
previous local copy. If the two pointers are different, redo
the search. The overheads for the re-execution of search are
low, since changes of the context pointer are rare, occurring
only when a level is added to or removed from the level
list. Therefore, the correctness for the lock-free search is
guaranteed with low costs.
3.2.2

Insertion

For insertion, a key-value item is inserted if the key does not
exist in the table. The insertion first executes lock-free b2t
search (§3.2.1) to determine if an item with the same key
exists. If none exists, the pointer (with its summary tag) to
the key-value item is atomically inserted into a less-loaded
candidate bucket. When there is no empty slot, we resize
the table by adding a new level with background rehashing
( §3.1.2) and redo the insertion. However, lock-free insertion
leads to two correctness problems: (1) Duplicate items from
concurrent insertions. Without locks, concurrent threads may
insert items with the same key into different slots, which
results in failures for update and deletion. (2) Loss of new
items inserted to the last level. When new items are inserted
into the buckets in the last level that have been processed
by rehashing threads, these inserted items are lost after we
reclaim the last level.
For concurrent insertions to different slots, it is challenging
to avoid the duplication in a lock-free manner, since atomic
primitives only guarantee the atomicity of 8 bytes. However,
each one of the duplicate items is correct. Hence, we fix the
duplication in future updates(§3.2.3) and deletions(§3.2.4).
In order to fix the loss of new items, we design a contextaware insertion scheme to guarantee the correctness of
insertion. The context-aware scheme includes two strategies:
(1) Before the insertion, we check the global context and
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Figure 4: The update failure. (“T1”: an update thread, “T2”:
a rehashing thread, “t1-t4”: timestamps, “p”: pointer to the
old item, “p0”: pointer to the updated item.)
do not insert items into the last level when the hash table is
resizing, i.e., when the is_resizing is true. (2) After the
insertion, if the table starts resizing and the item has been
already inserted into the last level, we redo the insertion using
the same pointer without checking duplicate items. The reexecution of insertion leads to possible duplicate pointers
in the hash table. However, duplicate pointers don’t affect
the correctness of search, because they refer to the same keyvalue items. Future updates and deletions are able to detect
and address the duplication.
3.2.3

Update

The update operation in the clevel hashing atomically updates
the pointers to the matched key-value items. Different from
the insertion, the update needs to fix duplicate items. Otherwise, duplicate items may lead to inconsistency after being
updated. Moreover, the concurrent executions of resizing and
update may cause update failures due to the data movement
for rehashing. This section focuses on our solutions for the
two correctness problems.
1) Content-conscious Find to Fix Duplicate Items. There
are three cases for duplicate items in our clevel hashing:
concurrent insertion with the same key, the retry of the contextaware insertion, and data movement for rehashing. Note that
re-insertion after system crash would not generate duplication
due to checking of the key before insertion. We observe
that duplication from two concurrent insertions leads to two
pointers to different items and keeping any one of the two is
acceptable. Re-insertion or rehashing generates two pointers
to the same item. In this case, we keep the pointer which is
closer to the first level, since rehashing threads may delete the
pointer in the last level. If two pointers are in the same level,
keeping either pointer is identical. With this knowledge, we
design a content-conscious Find process to handle duplication
in two steps. First, we apply b2t search to find two slots storing
the pointer to the matched key. Second, if two pointers refer
to different locations, we delete the item and the pointer that
first occurs in the b2t search. If two pointers point to the same
location, we simply delete the pointer that first occurs. By
removing duplicate items, the Find process returns at most
one item for the atomic update.
2) Rehashing-aware Scheme to Avoid Update Failures.
As the example shown in Figure 4, even with the Find process,
the interleaved execution of update and rehashing is possible
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to lose the updated values. The updated item referred by p0 is
deleted by the rehashing thread. A straightforward solution
is to issue another Find process after the update. However,
frequent two-round Find increases the update latency. To
decrease the frequency, we design a rehashing-aware scheme
by checking the rehashing progress. Specifically, before the
first Find process, we record the bucket index (e.g., RBidx )
being rehashed by one rehashing thread. After the atomic
update, we read the rehashing progress again (e.g., RB0idx ).
If the global context doesn’t change, an additional Find is
triggered only when meeting the following constraints: (1)
the table is during resizing; (2) the updated bucket is in the
last level; (3) the updated bucket index Bidx satisfies RBidx ≤
Bidx ≤ RB0idx for all rehashing threads. Since it’s a rare
case that three constraints are simultaneously satisfied, our
rehashing-aware update scheme guarantees the correctness
with low overheads.
3.2.4

Deletion

For deletion, clevel hashing atomically deletes the pointers
and matched items. Like the update, the deletion also needs
to remove duplicate items. Compared with the update, we
optimize the scheme to handle duplication in deletion. Briefly
speaking, clevel hashing deletes all the matched items through
the b2t search. The lock-free deletion also has failures like
the lock-free update. Hence, we use the rehashing-aware
scheme presented in lock-free update(§3.2.3) to guarantee
the correctness.

3.3

Recovery

The fast recovery requires the guarantee for crash consistency,
which is nontrivial for PM. Recent studies [16, 35] show
that a crash-consistent lock-free PM index needs to persist
after stores and not modify PM until all dependent contents
are persisted. The crash consistency guarantee in clevel
hashing follows this methodology. Specifically, clevel hashing
adds cache line flushes and memory fences after each store
and persists dependent metadata, e.g., the global context
pointer, after the load in insertion/update/deletion. The persist
overheads for crash consistency can be further optimized by
persisting in batches [16].
For the crash consistency in rehashing, clevel hashing
records the index of bucket (e.g., RBidx ) in PM after successfully rehashing the items in the bucket. To recover
from failures, rehashing threads read the context and bucket
index and continue the rehashing with the next bucket (e.g.,
RBidx + n, n is the number of rehashing threads). A crash
during the data movement of rehashing may lead to duplicate
items, which are fixed in future update (§3.2.3) and deletion
(§3.2.4).
To avoid permanent memory leakage [16], we leverage
existing PM atomic allocators from PMDK [5] and design
lock-free persistent buffers for secure and efficient memory
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management. The PM atomic allocators atomically allocate
and reclaim memory to avoid expensive transactional memory
management [5]. A persistent buffer is a global array of
persistent pointers (used by the PM allocators for atomic and
durable memory management) attached to the root object (an
anchor) of the persistent memory pool. The array size is equal
to the thread number. Each thread uses the persistent pointer
corresponding to its thread ID. Hence, there is no contention
for the persistent buffers. When recovering from failures, we
scan the persistent buffers and release the unused memory.

4
4.1

Performance Evaluation
Experimental Setup

Our experiments run on a server equipped with six Intel
Optane DC PMM (1.5 TB in total), 128 GB DRAM, and
24.75 MB L3 cache. The Optane DC PMMs are configured
in the App Direct mode and mounted with ext4-DAX file
system. There are 2 CPU sockets (i.e., NUMA nodes) in the
server and each socket has 36 threads. For a processor in one
NUMA node, the latency of accessing local memory (attached
to the NUMA node) is lower than non-local memory [13,
25, 33]. Conducting experiments across multiple NUMA
nodes introduces the disturbance of non-uniform memory
latencies. To avoid the impact of NUMA architectures, we
perform all the experiments on one CPU socket by pinning
threads to an NUMA node for all schemes, like RECIPE [27].
Existing NUMA optimizations, e.g., Node-Replication [13]
to maintain per-node replicas of hash tables and synchronize
these replicas through a shared log, are possible to improve
the scalability with more NUMA nodes.
In our evaluation, we compare the following concurrent
hashing-based index structures for PM:
• LEVEL: This is the original concurrent level hashing [40]
with consistency support. The level hashing uses slotgrained reader-writer lock for queries and a global resizing
lock for resizing.
• CCEH: CCEH [30] organizes an array of slots as a segment
(e.g., 1024 slots) and uses a directory as an address table.
Linear probing (e.g., 16 slots) is used to improve the load
factor. CCEH supports dynamic resizing through segment
splitting and possible directory doubling. We adopt the
default lazy deletion version since it has higher insertion
throughput than the CoW version. CCEH uses reader-writer
locks for segments and the directory.
• CMAP: The concurrent_hash_map storage engine in
pmemkv [6] is a linked list based concurrent hashing
scheme for PM. It uses reader-writer locks for concurrent
accesses to buckets and supports lazy rehashing (rehash the
buckets in a linked list when accessing).
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• P-CLHT: P-CLHT [27] is a linked list based cacheefficient hash table. Each bucket has 3 slots. P-CLHT
supports lock-free search while the bucket-grained lock is
needed for insertion and deletion. The resizing in P-CLHT
requires a global lock. When one thread starts rehashing,
another helper thread (one helper at most) is allowed to
perform concurrent rehashing, which is called helping
resizing. The helping resizing mechanism is enabled by
default.
• CLEVEL: This is our proposed scheme, clevel hashing,
which provides asynchronous resizing and lock-free concurrency control for all queries with high memory efficiency.
Since open-source cmap is implemented using PMDK with
C++ bindings [5], we implement our clevel hashing with
PMDK (version 1.6) and port level hashing, CCEH, and PCLHT to the same platform for fair comparisons. Like cmap
and clevel hashing, we optimize level hashing, CCEH, and
P-CLHT to support variable-length items by storing pointers
in the hash table. For level hashing and CCEH, we use the
same type of reader/writer locks from cmap to avoid the
disturbance of lock implementations. During the porting,
in addition to the reported bugs of the inconsistencies in
directory metadata [27], we observe a concurrent bug for
the directory in original CCEH: a thread performing search
can access a directory deleted by other threads that are
doubling the directory. As a result, failures may occur in
search when accessing the reclaimed directory via pointer
dereferencing. To ensure the correctness and avoid such
failures in experiments, we add the missing reader lock for
the directory. The hash functions for all schemes are the same:
the std::hash from the C++ Standard Template Library
(STL) [8]. In addition to conventional locks, we also evaluate
the performance of level hashing, CCEH, and cmap with
the spinlocks from Intel TBB library [3]. For abbreviation,
LEVEL-TBB, CCEH-TBB, and CMAP-TBB are TBB-enabled.
We use YCSB [15] to generate micro-benchmarks in zipfian distribution with default 0.99 skewness [40] to evaluate the
throughput of different slot numbers and latencies of different
queries. The results using uniformly distributed workloads
are similar due to the randomness of hash functions [30].
Different queries are executed in the micro-benchmarks:
insertion (unique keys), positive search (queried keys exist),
negative search (queried keys not exist), update, and deletion.
The items to be updated or deleted are present in the table.
To evaluate the concurrent throughput, we leverage the
real-world workloads from YCSB as macro-benchmarks,
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Table 2: Workloads from YCSB for macro-benchmarks.
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Figure 5: The normalized concurrent throughput of clevel
hashing with different slots per bucket. (“Search (P)” is
positive search and “Search (N)” is negative search.)
following RECIPE [27]. The workload patterns are described
in Table 2. We initialize all indexes with similar capacity
(64 thousand for micro-benchmarks and 256 thousand for
macro-benchmarks) and use 15-byte keys and 15-byte values
for all experiments. The experiment with YCSB workloads
consists of two phases: load and run phases. In the load phase,
indexes are populated with 16 million and 64 million items
for micro- and macro-benchmarks, respectively. In the run
phase, there are 16 million queries for micro-benchmarks and
64 million for macro-benchmarks. For concurrent execution,
each scheme has the same number of threads in total.
During our evaluation of clevel hashing, we observe that one
rehashing thread for 35 insertion threads can guarantee the
number of levels is under 4. Hence, we set one thread as
the rehashing thread by default. The reported latency and
throughput are the average values of 5 runs.

4.2

Different Slot Numbers and Load Factor

In clevel hashing, the slots per bucket affects not only memory
efficiency but also concurrent performance. We run the microbenchmarks with different slot numbers in clevel hashing
and measure the concurrent throughput with 36 threads. The
throughput is normalized to that of an 8-slot bucket, as shown
in Figure 5. With the increase of slots, the insertion throughput
increases. The reason is that more slots per bucket indicate
more candidate positions for a key so that it’s easier to find
an empty slot without resizing. Decreasing the slots per
bucket reduces the number of slots to be checked and cache
line accesses (a 16-slot bucket requires two cache lines),
thus improving the search, update, and deletion throughputs.
According to the results shown in Figure 5, 8-slot bucket is a
trade-off between 4-slot and 16-slot buckets. Therefore, we
set the slot number to 8.
In order to evaluate the memory efficiency of different
schemes, we use an insert-only workload to record the load
factor (the number of inserted items divided by the number
of slots in the table) after every 10K insertions. Since the
slot in cmap is allocated on demand for insertions, the load
factor is always 100%. The load factors of the other schemes
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Figure 7: The average latency for concurrent search.
are shown in Figure 6. The maximal load factor of CCEH is
no more than 45%, because CCEH probes only 16 slots to
address the hash collisions. Though CCEH is able to increase
the linear probing distance for higher memory efficiency,
long probing distance leads to more memory accesses and
pointer dereferencing, thus decreasing the throughputs for
all queries. P-CLHT resizes when the number of inserted
items approaches the initial capacity of current hash table. By
using the three-slot bucket with linked list, the load factor of
P-CLHT is up to 84%. Compared with level hashing, clevel
hashing doesn’t move items in the same level. However, clevel
hashing increases the number of slots per bucket to 8. As a
result, the maximal load factor of clevel hashing is comparable
with original level hashing, i.e., 86%.

Micro-benchmarks

We use the micro-benchmarks to evaluate the average query
latencies in different PM hashing indexes. The latency of a
query is interpreted as the time for executing the query, not
including the time waiting for execution. All experiments run
with 36 threads. Note that the latencies of micro-benchmarks
for search, update, and deletion demonstrate the performance
of corresponding queries without the impact on resizing, since
there is no insertion in these workloads. For the insert-only
workload, the expansion of hash table occurs in the run phase.
For the concurrent search, we measure the average latencies
when all keys exist (positive search) or not (negative search) in
the table. As shown in Figure 7, the level hashing suffers from
frequent locking and unlocking of candidate slots, especially
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Figure 9: The median and 90th percentile latencies for
concurrent insertion.
for the negative search, i.e., 16 slot locks in total for 4
candidate 4-slot buckets. The coarse-grained segment lock
(1024 slots) in CCEH leads to high search latency. The search
in cmap only requires one bucket lock and ensures low latency.
Due to the lock-free search, P-CLHT achieves lower latency
than lock-based indexes. For clevel hashing, there are only two
levels when the table is not resizing, thus ensuring the number
of candidate buckets to be checked is at most 4. Moreover, the
lock-free search avoids the contention for buckets. Tags filter
unnecessary retrievals for keys. As a result, clevel hashing
achieves 1.2×−5.0× speedup for positive search latency and
1.4×−9.0× speedup for negative search latency, compared
with other PM hashing indexes.
The average latencies for insertion/update/deletion are
shown in Figure 8. Some bars are missing because the
corresponding schemes haven’t implemented update (i.e., PCLHT, cmap, and CCEH) or deletion (i.e., CCEH) in their
open-source code.
Insertion: During insertion, all schemes have to expand to
accommodate 16 million items. The resizing may block
several requests (the number depends on the resizing times
and thread numbers) and significantly increase their execution
time, thus increasing the average latencies. P-CLHT, level
hashing, and CCEH suffer from the global lock for resizing.
By amortizing the rehashing over future queries, cmap
achieves low average latency for insertions. The average
latency of clevel hashing is slightly higher than the cmap
with TBB because the expansion needs to durably allocate
a large new level via the persistent allocator from PMDK,
which is achieved by expensive undo logging [38].
Figure 9 shows the median and 90th percentile insertion
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Figure 11: The insertion scalability.

latencies. Unlike the average latency, median and 90th
percentile latencies demonstrate the insertion performance
without the impact of resizing. The reason is that the ratio of
insertions which encounter resizing during their executions
is less than 10%. In the meantime, the queuing time for
execution is not included in the latency. CCEH suffers from
high percentile latencies due to the coarse-grained segment
lock. Though cmap leverages fine-grained bucket locks, the
amortized rehashing in queries increases the insertion time.
Due to the context-aware insertion for correctness guarantee,
the median and 90th percentile latencies of clevel hashing are
slightly higher than level hashing and P-CLHT but lower than
CCEH and cmap.
Update: Compared with original level hashing, clevel hashing
obtains slightly lower update latency. The reason is that the
benefits of lock-free update compensate for the overheads of
correctness guarantee in the clevel hashing, e.g., additional
Find operation for duplicate items and checking for update
failures.
Deletion: The deletion latency in cmap is higher than other
schemes due to rehashing the bucket if necessary before
accessing. Level hashing has higher deletion latency than
P-CLHT and clevel hashing due to the frequent locking and
unlocking when accessing candidate slots. To fix duplication
during deletion, clevel hashing checks all candidate slots, thus
resulting in a slightly higher latency than P-CLHT.

for directory doubling. Therefore, the insertion throughput
is much higher than level hashing. Due to the helping
mechanism in P-CLHT, there are two threads concurrently
rehashing items, which mitigates the overheads of the global
resizing lock in the load phase of YCSB (Load A). However,
when the table size increases, the two threads are not enough
to rehash all items in a short time, which accounts for
the low throughput for P-CLHT in workload A. Due to
the multiple resizing, the aggregated rehashing hinders the
throughput of cmap. Unlike these lock-based indexes, the
lock-free concurrency control in clevel hashing avoids the
lock contention during insertions. Hence, clevel hashing
obtains 1.4× speedup than cmap for insertion throughput.
In summary, our clevel hashing achieves up to 4.2× speedup
than the state-of-the-art PM hashing index (i.e., P-CLHT).
To evaluate the scalability of clevel hashing, we measure
the insertion throughput with different number of threads
using the Load A. As shown in Figure 11, with the increase
of threads, the throughput of clevel hashing increases and is
consistently higher than other schemes. This trend in search
throughput is similar.

4.4

Macro-benchmarks

Figure 10 shows the concurrent throughput normalized to
P-CLHT of different PM hashing schemes with real-world
workloads from YCSB. We run the experiment with 36
threads for all schemes. Since workload Load A is used to
populate indexes with 64 million items in the load phase, all
indexes resize multiple times (e.g., more than 10 times in
clevel hashing) from small sizes. Resizing also occurs in the
workload A.
The locks used for concurrency control hinder the index
performance. Specifically, the global resizing lock in the level
hashing blocks all queries until the single-threaded rehashing
completes, which leads to low throughput in workload Load
A and A. The global directory lock in CCEH is only used
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4.5

Discussion

The reduction of hash table size. The current design of
clevel hashing doesn’t support the reduction of the hash table
size. When most stored items in the hash table are deleted, the
table may reduce the table size to improve space utilization.
Clevel hashing needs to be adapted to support the reduction.
Specifically, to reduce the table size in clevel hashing, we
need to create a new level with half of the buckets in the
last level and rehash the items from the first level to the
last level. When all the items of the first level are rehashed,
the first level is reclaimed. The migration of items for the
reduction generates data movement from the top level to the
bottom one (i.e., top-to-bottom movement), which is opposite
to expansion (i.e., bottom-to-top movement). Therefore, to
support concurrent reduction, we carry out top-down search
strategy instead of down-top search (§3.2.1) to avoid missing
inserted items. Note that all threads need to leverage the same
search strategy: either top-down searching for reduction or
down-top searching for expansion. The clevel hashing with
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non-blocking concurrent reduction is our future work.
The isolation level. For the isolation in transactions, clevel
hashing has dirty reads, since there is no lock to isolate
data. Hence, the isolation level is read uncommitted [11].
To support higher isolation levels in a transaction, additional
locks or version control schemes are required [11, 22].
Space overhead. The metadata overhead in clevel hashing
mainly comes from the persistent buffers (§3.3), which are
the arrays of persistent pointers to the allocated memory, for
efficient management without contention. Persistent buffers
have separate entries for each thread. Therefore, the metadata
overhead is proportional to the number of threads. Clevel
hashing achieves a maximal load factor over 80% before
resizing. During resizing, hashing collisions that cannot be
addressed increase the number of levels to more than 3.
Due to the randomness of hash functions, the possibility
of continuous hash collisions for one position is very low.
Moreover, rehashing threads migrate items in the last level
until only two levels remain. Hence, the number of total levels
is usually small, which enables high storage utilization.

5
5.1

Related Work

Lock-free Concurrent Hashing Indexes

Lock-free algorithms mitigate the lock contention for shared
resources and are hard to design because of the challenging
concurrency control. The lock-free linked list proposed by
Harris [21] is widely used in lock-free concurrent hashing
indexes [16, 29]. This class of schemes add a lock-free
linked list to each bucket. Though the lock-free linked list
enables lock-free insertion in these hash tables, it causes
high search overheads due to the sequential iteration over
linked lists. The lock-free cuckoo hashing [31] uses marking
techniques with helping mechanism to support lock-free
cuckoo displacements. However, the recursive data movements bring lots of extra PM writes [40]. Recent work [20]
uses PSim [19] to build a wait-free resizable hash table.
The wait-free technique relies on copying the shared object
and helping mechanism, which still leads to extra writes on
PM and introduces overheads due to helping. Moreover, the
extendible hashing structures are memory inefficient as shown
in our evaluation. Different from existing lock-free hashing
schemes built on DRAM, clevel hashing designs PM friendly
and memory efficient multi-level structures with simple but
effective context-aware mechanism to guarantee correctness
and crash consistency.

Hashing-based Index Structures for PM

In order to optimize the hashing performance on PM, recent
work have designed some hashing-based index structures for
PM. Path hashing [39] and level hashing [40] leverage sharingbased index structures and write-efficient open-addressing
techniques for high memory efficiency with limited extra
writes. Level hashing introduces a cost-efficient resizing
scheme by only rehashing the items in the old bottom level
to the new top level, which only account for 1/3 of total
inserted items. LF-HT [16] uses lock-free linked list for
each bucket to address hash collisions. However, these three
schemes all suffer from poor resizing performance, since
the resizing operations require exclusive global lock for
metadata. CCEH [30] is based on extendible hashing, which
dynamically expands the hash table by segment splitting
and optional directory doubling. Although the resizing in
CCEH is concurrent with other queries, the use of coarsegrained locks for segments or even directory during resizing
causes performance degradation. The cmap storage engine
in pmemkv [6] supports concurrent lazy rehashing. The
rehashing of items in a bucket is trigger when accessing
the bucket. As a result, cmap distributes the rehashing of
items to future search/insertion/update/deletion. However,
cmap is possible to encounter recursive rehashing due to the
lazy rehashing. The rehashing in the critical path of queries
decreases the throughputs, especially for search operations.
Unlike existing schemes, clevel hashing has dynamical multilevel structure for concurrent asynchronous resizing and
designs lock-free algorithms to improve the scalability with
low latency.
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Conclusion

Persistent memory offers opportunities to improve the performance of storage systems, but suffers from the lack
of efficient and concurrent index structures. Existing PMfriendly hashing indexes only focus on the consistency and
write reduction, which overlook the concurrency and resizing
of hash tables. In this paper, we propose clevel hashing, a
lock-free concurrent hashing scheme for PM. Clevel hashing
leverages the dynamic memory-efficient multi-level design
and asynchronous resizing to address the blocking issue due
to resizing. The lock-free concurrency control avoids the lock
contention for all queries while guarantees the correctness.
Our results using Intel Optane DC PMM demonstrate that
clevel hashing achieves higher concurrent throughput with
lower latency than state-of-the-art hashing indexes for PM.
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